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1.0 INTRODUCTION 

The application of ICT in the delivery of quality education is a global trend in the 21st Century. The 

workshop on smart classroom technology was to introduce educationist and policy makers to 

global trends in the delivery of quality education through the application of ICT in Science, 

Technology, Engineering and Mathematics (STEM) and TVET at all levels in education. The 

workshop was organized jointly by the Council for Technical and Vocational Education and 

Training COTVET and Devotra at the Coconut Grove Regency Hotel, Accra, on 22nd November 

2017.  

 

2.0 OPENING AND WELCOME ADDRESS 

The workshop was opened with a message from the Honourable Minister for Education, Dr. 

Matthew Opoku-Prempeh. He stated that the reason for being at the workshop was because it 

is about ICT. He revealed to the participants that a careful observation of his speeches since he 

became minister shows how much importance he places on issues that concerns integration of 

ICT into education. He referred to the emergence of ‘e’ clichés e.g. e-commerce, e-judiciary, e-

trading, paperless port etc. as how far ICT is permeating into every aspect of our socio-economic 

development as a country. 

Further, the minister then called participants attention to several reforms that are on-going 

under the Ministry of Education. Amongst them are: 

• Embedding ICT within the various stages of education i.e. at the basic level, secondary 

level and tertiary level to meet the transformations in the 21st Century. 

• Setting up structures to ensure that all basic school (both private and public) pupils will 

be proficient in literacy and numeracy skills. 

• Bringing all technical and vocational schools under the umbrella of the Ministry of 

Education. 

• Improve the standards of certification 

• Erase the negative perceptions of TVET and make it the preferred choice for students 

rather than the last resort. 

• To create a University solely for the training of TVET teacher/instructors 

• To get numeracy and literacy skills on the right path to the benefit of students/learners. 

He said everything that surrounds us is the result of TVET. He pointed out that “there is no 

education without TVET” and that TVET holds the key to Ghana’s development”. He ended by 

calling on teachers to train for employment. 

3.0 PARTICIPANTS 

A total of 167 out of 200 invited representatives from public and private institutions across the 

country participated in the workshop. The participants were drawn from the following institutions: 

• Government Ministries 
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• Educational Agencies  

• Universities 

• Technical Universities 

• Polytechnics 

• Colleges of Education 

• Senior High Schools 

• TVET Schools 

• Ghana National Association of Vocational Technical Institute 

• Industries 

• Development Partners 

• Media Partners 

 

4.0 PRESENTATIONS 

Presentations were made on the following topics with emphasis on how the smart classroom 

technology could be used as a tool to simulate reality in the classroom. The topics covered were: 

• Importance and relevance of STEM and ICT in education by Dr. Joshua Mallet of CENDLOS 

• Importance of Alignment of TVET with industrial demands by Mr. Theophilus Zogblah of 

COTVET 

• GOG Education projects and initiatives by Ms. Patricia de Bruijn of Devotra/Cadena 

• Smart classroom concept by Chris Rowe of LJ Create 

• Education solutions aligned with industrial demands by Mr. Ambrose Ayodele of FESTO 

Group. 

• A case study on Kenya smart classroom for TVET improvement by Ms. Patricia de Bruijn  

• Demonstration of smart classroom digital learning resource by Chris Rowe 

The content covered under each of the presentations is indicated in the table below. 

TOPIC CONTENT 

IMPORTANCE AND 

RELEVANCE OF STEM 

AND ICT IN EDUCATION 

OVERVIEW 

• ICT in education 

• ICT in education in ghana 

• Stem education  

• Stem education in ghana 

• ICT to promote stem education 
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ICT IN EDUCATION 

Over time focus has been on; 

• Computer labs & learner-computer ratios (LCR) 

• Focus on ict literacy skills (‘Teaching’ word, excel, ppt) 

• Smart boards! (seemed to be a revolution) 

• Internet connectivity (electricity and sufficient bandwidth) 

• E-readiness (national ICT infrastructure) 

• Ict in education 

 

Integration of ICT in education can or should; 

• Improve the quality of teaching 

• Support teacher pedagocical- didactical skills 

• Change from teacher centred to student centred 

• Include modern technologies 

• Bridge the gap between theory and practical education 

• Prepare students for the digital society and economy 

• Be cost-saving 

• Future proof 

• INFODEV programmes: Survey of ICT and Education in 

Africa to gather the most relevant and useful information 

on ICT in education activities in Africa (2007) 

• ICT resource inputs alone are inadequate for 

understanding impact of ICT on student outcomes 

• Also look at: how, when, why, how much and where 

teachers and pupils use ICT 

 

ICT IN EDUCATION IN GHANA 

• Policy development 

• infrastructure  
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• ICT in Education Programmes (ICTEP) Unit under MOE 

• Can be Used for distance learning programmes and 

teacher training 

• Smart boards/ projectors are more often available 

(secondary schools) 

• Computer labs available at JHS/ SHS 

• i-box, my e-campus, e-learning laboratories, etc. 

 

Some Challenges: 

• Disparity between public and private schools and urban 

and rural areas in access to ICT 

• Lack of computers, electricity and internet 

• Linkage between classroom and practical 

• Difficult to “teach and learn” ICT 

• Some ICT teachers not qualified 

• Inadequate ICT teaching and learning materials 

 

STEM EDUCATION 

STEM curricula is based on the idea of educating students in four 

specific disciplines — science, technology, engineering and 

mathematics — in an interdisciplinary and applied approach. 

Rather than teach the four disciplines as separate and discrete 

subjects, STEM integrates them into a cohesive learning paradigm 

based on real-world applications 

STEM promotes (amongst others) innovation, spur creative and 

catalytic thinking, trigger students’ exploration skills, enhance 

problem-solving based learning and 21st-century skills 

• World wide focus towards science, technology, 

engineering and mathematics (STEM).  

• Even Moving from STEM to STEAM and stream (including 

arts & Reading) 
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• Integrate at an early age to create interest in science, 

engineering and technology 

• CEMASTEA: centre for mathematics, science and 

technology in africa (challenge to integrate technology 

and engineering) 

• UNESCO urged African countries to promote stem to 

speed up economic development! 

 

STEM EDUCATION IN GHANA 

Secondary Schools 

• SHS provide arts, science as well as technical, vocational 

and business education  

• Challenges with obtaining West African Senior Secondary 

Certificate Exam (WASSCE)  

• SHS 37,300 teachers - 6,000 are untrained which 

complicates STEM delivery 

• Growing shortage of STEM teachers 

• GOG wish to provide "adequate access to relevant and up-

to-date teaching/learning materials (including ICT) 

• Despite the challenges it should be ideal place to 

implement STEM 

 

Tertiary education institutes 

• Students chose humanities instead of STEM related 

courses 

• Also because  institutes are not well-equipped for STEM 

education 

• Technology and engineering do not appear attractive to 

students 

• Gap between theory and practical 

• Limited ‘innovation’ and modern technologies 
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• Ghana’s target of 60% of enrolment in science and 

technology related courses at public universities 

• What about integration of STEM in VET and TVET?  

 

ICT TO PROMOTE STEM 

ICT within STEM supports  

• Collaborative learning-joint intellectual effort by students 

• Existing and emerging pedagogical approaches  

• Project-based, experiential, inquiry-based and adaptive 

learning methods and self-paced learning 

• Simulations and experiments can mimic realistic 

situations, used to train and practice skills 

• Provides a wealth of digital content  

• Improves teaching quality 

• Allows for integration from primary, secondary, and 

tertiary education 

IMPORTANCE OF THE 
ALIGNMENT OF TVET 
WITH INDUSTRIAL 
DEMANDS 

OVERVIEW 
• TVET in Ghana 
• Challenges 
• Making TVET attractive for youth 
• Dialogue with industry 
• Skills for employment  

 
 
TVET IN GHANA 

 
TVET in Ghana aims to contribute to the development of a 
productive workforce by linking the education system to the 
needs of the economy. It equips youth with the skills 
necessary to enhance their employability and livelihoods and 
provides equitable access to competency-based training. 
 
 

Key principles; 
• Industry-led and demand driven  
• Competency based education and training (CBET) 
• Workplace Experience Learning (WEL) 
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• Recognition of prior learning (RPL) 
• Life-long learning (LLL) 
• Access, transfer and progression 

 
CHALLENGES 
 

• Most children are unwilling to pursue a career in TVET, 
and instead have dreams of becoming doctors, lawyers, or 
accountants. 

 

• Often children's choice of a future career is influenced by 
their parents' ambitions for them rather than the abilities 
and preferences of the child. Professions should be 
considered prestigious and lucrative. 

 

• A majority of those who go through our educational 
system want jobs that require them to wear a shirt and tie 
even if it means they are underemployed, underpaid, 
under-resourced and unfulfilled.”  

 

• Over the years, technical and vocational education and 
training (TVET) has come to be accepted as the preserve 
of those who are either too poor to pursue a higher 
education, or those who do not have the intellectual 
ability to do so.  

 

• We can encourage our children to pursue careers in TVET, 
but if the training is poor, and the facilities non-existent in 
schools, then industry will continue to rely on expatriate 
workers who have the relevant skills set.  

 

• The lack of attraction of today’s youth into TVET is due 
largely to the outdated curriculum, ineffective mode of 
delivery and accompanying low incomes. 

 
MAKING TVET ATTRACTIVE FOR YOUTH 
The following must be addressed 

• Limited labour market involvement 
• Skills gap with industry 
• Career path and limited employment opportunities 
• Limited life skills  
• Attitudes 
• Relevance of training 

Bridging the skills gap, promoting and ensuring  job opportunities 
can be achieved through: 
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• Traineeships 
• Industry guest teachers  
• Occupational standards 
• Projects with industry 
• Learning in real-life setting 
• Job counseling services 
• Upwards mobility 
• CBET + STEM 
 

Education reform and change, modernization and TVET 
promotion can be achieved through: 

• Change attitudes 
• Positive branding by media 
• Education system reform 
• Recognition of Prior Learning (RPL). and LifeLife long 

Learning (LLL). 
• Grant schemes 
• Design and production skills 
• Competitions and projects 

 
EXISTING DIALOGUE WITH INDUSTRY 

 
Workplace Experience Learning (WEL) Policy in Ghana  

• Industrial attachment of students supervised by the TVET 
institutions 

• Acquaint students with new technologies, machines and 
equipment 

• Creation of  simulated work environment in schools 
 
SKILLS FOR EMPLOYMENT 

Skills development is the primary means of enabling young 
people to make a smooth transition to work. It therefore 
requires: 
 
• Matching supply to current demand for skills (dialogue 

with industry) 
• Building skills for the future (dialogue with industry) 
• Entrepreneurial skills (learning-by-doing & create value 

addition) 
• 21st century skills (think, communicate, act) 
 

GoG PROJECTS AND 
INITIATIVES 

OVERVIEW 
• Government Policies 
• TVET Projects  
• Secondary Education Projects  
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• Other initiatives 
• Next steps 

 
GOVERNMENT POLICIES 

• ICT in education policy 2008: ICT can amongst others:  
o Be applied for pre-service and in-service 

professional development of teachers   
o Facilitate improved teaching and learning 

processes 
o Improve teacher knowledge, skills, attitudes and 

inquiry  
o Improve educational management processes 
o Improve the consistency and quality of instruction 

both for formal and non-formal education   
o Increase opportunities for more student centred 

pedagogical approaches 
o Foster collaboration, creativity, higher order 

thinking skills  
o Provide for flexibility of delivery  
o Reach student populations outside traditional 

education systems 
• ICT at universities, polytechnics, professional institutes, 

and colleges of education is considered crucial for the 
provision of the requisite educational, and training 
services and environment capable of producing the right 
types of skills and human resources required for 
developing and driving Ghana’s information and 
knowledge based economy and society 
 

• Ghana Shared Growth and Development Agenda:  
o Education priority area, including ICT, Science, 

Technology and Innovation 
o mainstreaming of ICT in the curricula of public 

service training institutions 
 
TVET PROJECTS 

• World Bank: Ghana Skills and Technology Development 
Project (2011-2016) 

• African Development Bank: Development of Skills for 
Industry Project (2011-2017)  

• Skills Development Fund (SDF): (2006-2020) 
• Chinese Government (VARIOUS) 

o REHABILITATION and upgrading of 46 VTC’s 
o Vocational and Technical Test Centre, upgrade 5 

polytechnics and 10 technical institutes 
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• Others: GIZ, KFW, DANIDA, DFID and JICA 
• All contribute to the overall objective to improve the 

productivity and competitiveness of skilled workforce 
• The development of a demand-driven, CBET based TVET 

system, creating industry-readiness  
• Much focus should be placed on innovation, ICT, and 

STEM related skills 
 
SECONDARY EDUCATION PROJECTS 

• World Bank: Secondary Education Improvement Project 
(SEIP) 

• GOG: Science Resource Centres: Teacher Training And 
Teaching Resources  

• 240 E-learning laboratories for Senior High Schools (SHS)  
• CENDLOS INITIATIVES: New interactive ways of education 
• World Bank: E-transform (including education sectors) 
• All contributing to improve quality of secondary education 
• Integration of ICT into STEM 
• Should we integrate 21st century skills? 

 
OTHER PENDING INITIATIVES 

• GOG is actively involved in the development of new TVET, 
science and secondary education projects. These projects 
should support, amongst others, one village one dam; one 
district one factory; and the Poverty Eradication Project. 

• Promote rapid industrialization at the districts level driven 
by strong linkages to agriculture and other natural 
resource endowment to create job and wealth. 

 
NEXT STEPS? 

• Review what is presented and shown today 
(presentations, demonstrations and trials) 

• Share knowledge and ideas (throughout the day) 
• Assess what would work for Ghana (round table 

discussions) 
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5.0 DISCUSSION AND FEEDBACK ON SMART CLASSROOM TECHNOLOGY 

After all presentations were made, opportunity was given to participants to share their views 

and feedback on the presentations. Some of the feedback were: 

• The smart classroom technology is an important tool that will make teaching and 

learning interesting and less stressful. Hence, teachers must be trained on the use of 

this technology in the classrooms and workshop. 

• The Ministry of Education should try and equip each school with a smart classroom to 

make teaching easy in the spate of large student populations in classrooms.  

• To ensure effective implementation of this technology, there is the need to ensure that 

internet infrastructure is robust in the schools so that some challenges suffered as in the 

case of Kenya could dealt with. 

•  Adoption of this technology should be given urgent attention by government but the 

need for equipment and machinery in the workshops and laboratories are also 

important for real practice apart from simulation. 

• How do we align the STEM curriculum to current global trends and include exciting things 

like robotics, mechatronics etc.? 

• Government should support schools with training materials for actual practical training 

in addition to equipping STEM and TVET departments in the schools with the smart 

classroom technology. 

• Sustainability on the adoption of TVET is key in the Kenya case study. How do we ensure 

that similar thing is achieved in Ghana? 

• The need for government to build STEM centers and equip them well for use as a place 

for researching into challenges of industry to encourage project-based learning and 

assessment. Projects in schools could be real ones from industry. 

• How do we use the smart classroom technology and achieve e-learning since most schools 

especially in rural areas have no access to electricity and come to think of internet 

connectivity? 

• To ensure effective rolling-out of the competency based learning policy across TVET 

schools in the country, COTVET must support TVET schools with the smart classroom 

technology as complementary to actual practical work. 

 

6.0 CLOSING REMARKS 

The closing remarks was given by the Ag. Executive Director of COTVET, Dr. Fred Kyei Asamoah. 

He reiterated the need for stakeholders in the TVET sector to embrace the 21st Century 

technology of delivering education and to constantly seek to upgrade skills in deploying ICT to 

promote quality education in the study of STEM and TVET. He lauded the presenters for their 

insightful presentations and especially on the smart classroom technology. He highlighted on the 

presentations made and entreated educational institutions especially STEM and TVET to explore 

the technology for the benefit of learners. 
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7.0 CONCLUSION 

The workshop was good and well participated by key stakeholders across all levels of education 

in the country. Participants were excited on the smart classroom technology especially on how it 

can contribute to support teachers in delivering hands-on experiential learning. All the 

institutions that participated requested that the Ministry of Education should do it possible best 

to equip schools with this technology to promote effective teaching. 
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Appendix 1: Photo Gallery 

 

        The Honourable Minister for Education being welcomed by Devotra team 

 

       The Honourable Minister delivering his opening address 
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       The Ag. Executive Director of COTVET shows excitement on the demonstration of the smart classroom technology 

 

 

      Theophilus Zogblah interacting with the Honourable Minister of Education 
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      The Minister of Education delivering his address and participants listening 

 

      Theophilus Zogblah of COTVET delivering his presentation 
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        Patricia de Bruijin of Devotra/Cadena delivering her presentations 

 

       Chris Rowe of LJ Create shows a demonstration of how the smart classroom technology 
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      Ambrose Ayodele of Festo delivering his presentation 

 

       Joshua C. Mallet of CENDLOS delivering his presentation 
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        The Ag. Executive Director of COTVET with the team from Devotra and COTVET 

     

    Participants observing presentations and giving feedback 
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Participants listening to presentations and taking notes 
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Principal of Takoradi Technical Institute asking a question 

 

A lecturer from COLTEK making a contribution 
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Devotra makes a presentation to the Executive Director OF COTVET 
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Appedix 2: Workshop Programme 

SMART CLASSROOM WORKSHOP 

STEM AND ICT INTEGRATION AT ALL LEVELS IN EDUCATION 

WORKSHOP – 22ND NOVEMBER 

COCONUT GROVE REGENCY, ACCRA 

Time Program 

08.30-09.00 Arrival and registration 

 Opening Prayer 

Volunteer Clergy 

09.00-09.05 Welcome Address 

Dr. Fred K. Asamoah, Ag. Executive Director, COTVET 

09.00-09.15 Opening Statement 

Hon. Dr. Matthew Opoku Prempeh 

Minister for Education 

09.15-09.35 Presentation: Importance and relevance of STEM and ICT in 

education. 

Dr. Joshua Mallet, CENDLOS 

09.35-09.55 Presentation: Importance of alignment of TVET with industrial 

demands 

Mr. Theophilus T. Zogblah, COTVET 

09.55-10.15 GOG Education projects and initiatives 

Ms. Patricia de Bruijn, Devotra/ Cadena 

10.15-10.35 Coffee break 

10.40-11.00 Presentation: Smart classroom concept 

Mr. Chris Rowe, LJ Create 

11.00-11.20 Case study Kenya: Smart classroom for TVET improvement 

Ms. Patricia de Bruijn, Devotra/ Cadena 

11.20-11.50 Presentation: Education solutions aligned with industrial demands 

Mr. Ambrose Ayodele, FESTO East Africa 

12.00-12.30 Demo Smart Classroom Digital Learning Resource Library 

Mr. Chris Rowe and Ms. Patricia de Bruijn 

12.30-13.00 Lunch 

13.00-13.45 Round table discussion ‘Industry led TVET for Ghana’  

Smart Classroom trial and demo for selected teachers 

13.45-14.40 Presentation of Smart Classroom findings by teachers  

Round table discussion ‘Smart Classrooms for Ghana  

14.40-15.10 Presentation of outcomes of day and round table discussions 

15.10-16.00 

 

Wrap-up and final remarks by Dr. Fred K. Asamoah 

Informal drinks/coffee and networking 
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Appendix 3: Presentation Slides 

Presentation 1. 
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Presentation 3 
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Presentation 3 
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Presentation 4 
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